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Level: 2 Ms                                                                                                School year: 2017- 2018 

Test n° 1 of the second term 

 

AT THE GREENGROCER’S 

       Brahim is our neighbour. He is a greengrocer. He sells fresh potatoes, onions, tomatoes, aubergines, carrots and 

courgettes. There are also a lot of kinds of fruit such as bananas, grapes, pears and dates. 

       Brahim opens his big shop early in the morning and he closes late in the evening. He is very kind with his 

customers. His customers like him a lot. They are always happy. The vegetables and the fruit are not expensive. 

From Chihab Editions  ( 2 AM ) 

Reading comprehension 

Task one: a) I read the text and answer the following questions.     2pts 

1- What is Brahim’s job ? 

     

2- Does he open his shop early ? 

    

3- Does he sell bread in his shop ? 

     

b) I read the following statements and write ‘True’  - ‘False’ or ‘Not mentioned’.     3pts 

1) Brahim sells vegetables. 

2) His shop is opposite the bank. 

3) He doesn’t sell any fruit. 

Task two: I fill in the gaps with the following phrases: cluster of -  slice of -  head of -  bunch of.   2pts 

Mehdi’s father is at the greengrocer’s. He buys a ............................. cabbage, a ............................ turnips,  

a ............................ of pumpkin and a ........................... grapes.  
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Task three:  

A) I complete the table with 4 food items.     2pts 

Countable Uncountable 

-    
-   

 

-    
-  

 
B) Look at Mehdi’s mother shopping basket and write  

questions and answer like this:      3pts 

A: Are there any carrots in the shopping basket ? 

B: yes there are some. 

A:…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

B:…………………………………………………………………………………… 

A:……………………………………………………………………………………. 

B:………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

A: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B:…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

I tick (            ) the words in which the letters ‘h’  and ‘d’ are not pronounced.     2pts 

 sandwich   -                house  -               dishonest  -               handsome  -                weekend  -                hour 

Task four: Written expression 

Your mother is at the market. Write a short conversation between her and the greengrocer. 

- Your mother greets the greengrocer      
- She needs 4 tomatoes  -  A head of lettuce and 3 apples. 
- She asks for the price  ( 290 DA ) 

Mum: .................................................................................. 

Greengrocer: ....................................................................... 

Mum: Yes, I’d like some tomatoes, some lettuce and some apples 

Greengrocer: ................................................................................. ? 

Mum: .................................................................................. 

Greengrocer: ................................................................................. ? 

Mum: .................................................................................. 

Greengrocer: And ............................................................................ ? 

Mum: ................................................................................. 

Mum: .................................................. is all that ? 

Greengrocer: ................................................................................. 

 GOOD LUCK 

- Carrots 

- Tomatoes   X 

- Fish          X 

- chicken 
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Test report  ( corrige ) 

Task one :  A)       2pts 

1) He is a greengrocer.     1 

2) Yes, he does.     0.5 

3) No, he doesn’t.    0.5 

B)   3pts                               1- True                2- Not mentioned                3- False  

Task two:        2pts 

1-Head of           2- bunch of                  3- slice of                   4- cluster of 

Task three:   A)        2pts            The pupils give just two food items in each column  

Countable Uncountable 

Courgettes   - potatoes  -  onions  -  tomatoes 
Aubergines  -  carrots  - bananas  - dates 

Lettuce  -  cabbage  - fish  -  meat  - chicken 

B)    3pts 

A: Are there any tomatoes in the shopping basket ?   0.5 

B: No, there aren’t any    0.5 

A: Is there any fish in the shopping basket ?     0.5 

B: No, there isn’t any.    0.5 

A: Is there any chicken in the shopping basket ?     0.5 

B: Yes, there is some.    0.5 

C)               sandwich -               house -               dishonest -                handsome -                weekend -                 hour    2pts 

Written expression:        6pts 

Mum: Good morning, sir    0.5 

Greengrocer: Good morning, madam. Can I help you ?   0.5 

Mum: Yes I’d like some tomatoes, some lettuce and some apples. 

Greengrocer: How many tomatoes do you need ? madam ?      1 

Mum: 4 tomatoes.     0.5 

Greengrocer: How, much lettuce do you need ? madam ?     1 

Mum: A head of lettuce.      0.5 

Greengrocer: How many apples do you need madam ?     0.5 

Mum: 3 apples.       0.5 

Mum: How much is all that?      0.5 

Greengrocer:  290 DA 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 


